
Adobe InDesign and Photoshop CS3 Workshops Announced!
If one of your New Year’s resolutions is to sharpen your design skills, you are in luck—
EBSCO Media is now taking reservations for the latest in it’s series of FREE Adobe 
workshops. The day will be divided in half to  the two most requested topics: Photoshop and 
InDesign. Attendees may sign up for one or both sessions. One lucky attendee will win their 
very own copy of the Adobe Creative Suite (must be present to win)!
Back by popular demand, Claudia McCue will be our instructor.  She is the well known 
author of Real World Printing and owner of Practicalia, a prepress house in Atlanta, GA.

August 28th, 2007
Session 1 - Photoshop Time:   9:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon
Session 2 - InDesign  Time:   1:30 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
McWane Science Center
200 Nineteenth St. North, Birmingham, AL 35203

A Postcard Primer
You’ve probably received hundreds, if not thousands, of postcards over the 
course of your life. So laying one out should be a snap. Right? Not so fast. 
The Post Office naturally has a few rules you’ll need to follow first.

Size Matters
Many people are surprised to learn that not all postcards mail at the postcard 
rate. Size and aspect ratio determine how much it will cost to send your 
postcard from point A to point B.
First, let’s look at the extremes. The minimum size for a postcard is 3.5” x 5”. 
The maximum size for a postcard is 6.125” x 11”.  
Within that range (in most cases) there are two categories of postage: 
postcard rate and letter rate. The maximum size for a postcard that mails at 
the postcard rate is 4.25” x 6”.  Postcards larger than 4.25” x 6” mail at the 
letter rate.
But that’s not all. A postcard must also have an aspect ratio between 
1.3 and 2.5 or it will be bumped out of both the postcard and letter rate 
categories. To determine the aspect ratio of your postcard, divide the length 
(the long side) by the height (the short side). 
Example: A 6 x 9 postcard has an aspect ratio of 1.5 (9 ÷ 6 = 1.5).
Does this mean you can’t mail that very cool 5” square postcard you just 
designed? No, you can still mail it. However, because it has an aspect ratio 
of 1, you will be charged Flat rate postage, which is considerably higher.
The Clear Zones
There are two sides to a postcard. For clarity’s sake, let’s call them the 
art side and the message side. The art side is yours to play with as you 
will. Have fun with it. On the message side (the side with the recipient’s 
address, indicia/stamp, and postal barcode/markings) however, you must 
follow (you guessed it) a few rules. Why? Because unless you are paying 
first class postage, your postcard must be able to pass automated scanning 
standards to be processed.
The guide below details the two main zones of concern: the Mailing 
Address Only Zone and the Barcode & Postal Markings Zone. These areas 
need are read by the postal scanners that route the mail through the postal 
system and so must be totally free of text. You should also avoid the use of 
background colors or photographic images with greater than 7% ink density 
and vertical lines in or around the blue areas of the guide as they will 
confuse the scanners. 
Click here to download a pdf of this template. 
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trim edge

Postage
Zone

Mailing Address ONLY
Zone

Barcode & Postal Markings Zone
No text should appear in this zone. Any background in this zone should not exceed 7% ink density.

5/8”
min.

No Mailable Address Zone
Any address that appears in this area of your 
card should not include a state or zip code. 
If it does, your card may be returned to you 

by the Post Office because it will fail 
automated scanning.

2 3/4” min.
(4” wide clearance is best)

Align this blue section with the 
bottom right corner of your postcard.

Align this blue section with the 
upper right corner of your postcard.

2 3/4”

up to 7”

Why Send Postcards?
Marketers are increasingly 
turning to postcards to get their 
messages out. The reasons 
are clear. Due their small size, 
postcards cost less to produce 
and less to mail than letters and 
flats. While their message area 
is comparatively small, they 
have one powerful advantage 
over their heftier cousins: 
postcards are always opened. 
You’ve got to love that.
New technologies are also 
playing a role in the move to 
postcards. 
Variable printing makes it 
possible to change the contents 
of a postcard to better fit the 
demographics of recipients on 
a case by case basis. Every 
card in the print run can be 
different—from addresses 
and salutations, to body copy, 
offers, contact info, photos and 
calls to action.
Personal URLs (pURLs) can 
also be printed on postcards, 
allowing marketers to send 
recipients to personalized web 
sites for longer, more complex 
pitches and exchanges. Since 
the role of the postcard in this 
case is more invitation than full 
blown sales vehicle, less space 
is required to accomplish the 
task. The postcard is the right 
size for the job.

Paper Thickness
As the size of a postcard increases, it becomes floppy and therefore more 
challenging to run through high-speed postal equipment. This is why 
postcards smaller than 4.25” x 6” must be at least .007 in. thick. Anything 
larger than 4.25” x 6” must be at least .009 in. thick. In paper terms, this 
normally translates to 80 lb. cover for postcard rate postcards and 100 
lb. cover for letter rate postcards. Always check with your printer when 
selecting a paper stock to be sure it meets postal requirements.

To register for this FREE workshop online, go to:

www.ebscomediia4.com


